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Abstract

Background

The development of treatments for freezing of gait (FOG) in Parkinson’s disease (PD) requires experimental study set-ups in which FOG is likely to occur, and is amenable to therapeutic interventions. We explore whether the ‘Auditory Stroop Task’ (AST) can be used to increase cognitive load (and thereby elicit FOG), simultaneously with visual cues (as a therapeutic intervention for FOG). We additionally examined how these two contrasting effects might interact in affecting gait and FOG parameters.

Objectives

We investigated whether: (1) the ‘Auditory Stroop Task’ (AST) influences gait in healthy elderly and persons with PD who experience FOG, and increases the frequency of FOG events among PD patients; (2) the AST and visual cues interact; and (3) different versions of the AST exert different cognitive loads.

Methods

In ‘Experiment 1’, 19 healthy elderly subjects performed a walking task while performing a high and low load version of the AST. Walking with a random numbers task, and walking without cognitive load served as control conditions. In ‘Experiment 2’, 20 PD patients with FOG and 18 healthy controls performed a walking task with the AST, and no additional cognitive load as control condition. Both experiments were performed with and without visual...
cues. Velocity, cadence, stride length, and stride time were measured in all subjects. FOG severity was measured in patients.

Results
Compared to the control conditions, the AST negatively affected all gait parameters in both patients and controls. The AST did not increase the occurrence of FOG in patients. Visual cues reduced the decline in stride length induced by cognitive load in both groups. Both versions of the AST exerted similar effects on gait parameters in controls.

Conclusions
The AST is well-suited to simulate the effects of cognitive load on gait parameters, but not FOG severity, in gait experiments in persons with PD and FOG.

Introduction
Cognitive dual tasks negatively affect gait in elderly people [1–3]. The relationship between dual tasks and gait is influenced by factors such as age, attentional resources, neurological comorbidity, and the type and complexity of the dual task applied [1, 2, 4]. Compared to age-matched healthy controls, persons with Parkinson’s disease (PD) are more susceptible to gait interference by dual tasks [5, 6]. This effect is even more pronounced in the presence of freezing of gait (FOG) [7, 8], a debilitating motor symptom occurring predominantly in advanced stages of PD [5, 9]. External cues such as transverse bars on the floor can oppose the effects of dual tasks on gait parameters in persons with PD [10].

In experimental settings, cognitive dual tasks can be applied to simulate the domestic situation where dual tasks (e.g. talking while walking) can worsen gait, or to provoke FOG in persons with PD. Meanwhile, external cues are being investigated for their beneficial effects on gait and FOG, and their usability in daily life[11–13]. In PD, dual tasks and external cues are often studied simultaneously [3, 10, 14–19]. In such studies, the cognitive task applied would ideally meet the following criteria. First, the task calls upon executive function, as this is an important determinant of FOG severity [20] and gait performance under dual task conditions [21]. Second, the task should not introduce a rhythm, to prevent interference with the external cues under investigation. Third, the paradigm does not interfere with vision in studies involving visual cues. Fourth, considering the age range in which PD occurs, the task should be insusceptible to age-related sensorineural hearing loss [22]. Fifth, the level of difficulty of the task should be independent of the level of education. Sixth, the task should provide the possibility to incorporate additional instructions (such as ‘start walking’) without having to add another task. Lastly, any interactions between the external cues and gait parameters are known. Current paradigms used to increase cognitive load [4] do not meet all of these criteria. For example, the random numbers task (RNT) applied previously [10] does not allow for additional commands to be enclosed within the task. The classic auditory Stroop task [23] involving high and low pitched sounds depends on hearing sensitivity [22]. A variant of the auditory Stroop task (AST), in which the words ‘man’ or ‘woman’ are spoken by a male or female speaker [24], is likely to be less susceptible to hearing quality and potentially fits the criteria described above.
The AST requires validation for it to be used in gait experiments in healthy elderly and PD patients.

The primary aim of this study was to assess whether the AST was effective in influencing gait parameters in healthy elderly and PD patients, and whether it would enhance the likelihood of FOG occurrence in persons with PD. The secondary aim was to assess whether visual cues interfered with the influence of the AST on gait parameters in both PD patients and controls. The tertiary aim was to assess whether the size of the cognitive load exerted by the AST could be manipulated by different versions of the task. These aims were investigated in two gait experiments. To minimize the number of conditions and trials, the AST was first validated against an established cognitive load task (random numbers task, RNT) and no additional cognitive load in healthy elderly (experiment 1). Then, the AST was compared to a control condition without cognitive load in PD patients and in controls (experiment 2). Both experiments measured the influence of the different cognitive loads on gait parameters in both the presence and absence of visual cues. Experiment 2 additionally measured FOG in PD patients.

We hypothesized that: 1) the AST would be at least as effective as the RNT in influencing gait parameters in controls; 2) the AST would influence gait in both patients and controls, and in patients the most; 3) the AST would increase FOG occurrence in patients; 4) visual cues would reduce the influence of the AST on gait both in patients and controls; and 5) a high load version of the AST would exert a larger effect on gait parameters in controls than its low load counterpart.

Materials and methods

This study was performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki (1964). All subjects provided written informed consent prior to inclusion. Both experiments were approved by the local ethics committee of the University of Twente. Experiment 2 was approved by the medical ethics committee Twente (NL60687.044.17) and registered in the Dutch trial registry (NTR6409).

Experiment 1

Study population. 20 healthy subjects (‘controls’) were included (Table 1). Inclusion criteria were: age 50 years and older, capable of walking unaided, no comorbidities affecting gait impairment, and intact vision and hearing.

Experimental procedure. The walking task consisted of a 15 m walk through a corridor, a 180° turn, and walking back at a comfortable pace. Trials lasted 30 seconds and their start and end were signaled by recorded voice commands. Participants were informed that the distance traveled and whether or not they reached a turn were not of importance. The walking tasks were performed under five different cognitive load conditions (Fig 1): high and low cognitive load AST (‘AST_high’ and ‘AST_low’) and RNT (‘RNT_high’ and ‘RNT_low’), and no additional cognitive load (‘noCL’). In the AST_high, recorded male and female voices speaking the Dutch translations of the words ‘man’ and ‘woman’ were played through speakers. Congruent Stroop-cues, i.e. ‘man’ by a male voice, represented the cue to start or continue walking. Incongruent Stroop-cues, such as ‘woman’ spoken by a male voice, indicated to (continue to) stand still. Per trial were 3 or 4 Stroop-cues, of which at least 2 were incongruent, played with random timing and order. The AST_low was similar to the AST_high, apart from that it contained only the male and not the female voice. In the RNT, records of spoken numbers 1 up to 9 were played through speakers in a random order and at random time intervals. Participants were instructed to mentally count how often two (RNT_high) or one (RNT_low) given number(s) occurred in the sequence. This count was asked after the trial to verify adherence to the task,
but no feedback on the performance was given. In the noCL, no cognitive load was added. Trials were performed in the presence ('VC') or absence ('noVC') of visual cues, consisting of white bars of 18mm x 18mm x 914mm, equally spaced on the floor at 40% of the participant’s height, rounded to the nearest 5cm [25]. An experiment was divided into two blocks ('noVC' and 'VC'). Each cognitive load condition ('AST_high', 'AST_low', 'RNT_high', 'RNT_low', and 'CC') occurred twice per block. The order of the visual and cognitive conditions was counterbalanced across subjects.

**Experiment 2**

**Study population.** We included 20 patients fulfilling the UK Brain Bank criteria for PD, and experiencing FOG minimally twice a day (defined as a score of 3 on question 2 of the New Freezing of Gait Questionnaire [NFOGQ] [26]). (**Table 1**). Exclusion criteria included a mini mental state examination (MMSE) score <24, executive dysfunction defined as a frontal assessment battery (FAB) score <13, comorbidities causing severe gait impairment, or an inability to walk 150 meters unaided. Patients were tested during the dopaminergic OFF-state, at least 12 hours after the last intake of dopaminergic medication. In addition, 18 age-matched healthy controls without impairments of gait, vision or hearing, who had not participated in the first experiment, were included.

**Experimental procedure.** Walking tasks were similar to those described at ‘Experiment 1’, with the exceptions that the corridor was 30m long, and that chairs were placed back-to-back 50 cm apart at 10m and 20m to create passages. The walking tasks were performed under

---

**Table 1. Clinical characteristics of the participants.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EXPERIMENT 1</th>
<th>EXPERIMENT 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy controls</td>
<td>Healthy controls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experiment 1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Experiment 2</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>Median (Q1 –Q3)</td>
<td>Median (Q1 –Q3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>65 (59.8–68.8)</td>
<td>67.5 (62–70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (% male)</td>
<td>63.2 ±</td>
<td>50 ±</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disease duration (years)</td>
<td>11 (7.5–16)</td>
<td>24 (2.5–6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED (mg/day)</td>
<td>1128 (901.5–1359)</td>
<td>39.5 (31.5–47.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDRS-part III</td>
<td>39.5 (31.5–47.5)</td>
<td>4.5 (3–7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>29 (27–30)</td>
<td>21 (16–25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-FOGQ</td>
<td>21 (16–25)</td>
<td>16 (15–17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAB</td>
<td>16 (15–17)</td>
<td>16 (15–17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The median and first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartiles (i.e. the boundaries of the interquartile range) are given, unless stated otherwise.

- Comparisons for age:
  - * controls in experiment 1 vs. experiment 2, p > 0.05
  - b controls vs. patients in experiment 2, p > 0.05. Comparisons for gender:
  - * controls in experiment 1 vs. experiment 2, p > 0.05
  - d controls vs. patients in experiment 2, p = 0.035.

- * Data of one participant in experiment 1 were discarded from analysis because of technical issues.

PD, Parkinson’s disease; FOG, Freezing of Gait; LED, levodopa equivalent dose; UPDRS-part III, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale part III; UPDRS-PIGD, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale—Postural instability and gait disorder; MMSE, mini-mental state examination (range 0–30); N-FOGQ, New Freezing of Gait Questionnaire (range 0–28); FAB, Frontal Assessment Battery (range 0–18). All questionnaires were rated while participants were OFF medication.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220735.t001
The cognitive load conditions ‘AST_high’ and ‘noCL’, and the visual cueing conditions ‘VC’ and ‘noVC’ as described above. Experiments were divided into two blocks (‘VC’ and ‘noVC’), subdivided into two sessions (‘AST_high’ and ‘noCL’), with 6 trials per session. The order of the blocks and sessions was counterbalanced.

Data acquisition and preprocessing

In both experiments, motion data were collected with the MVN Awinda motion capture system (Xsens, Enschede, the Netherlands)[27–30], consisting of 17 IMUs with 3D gyroscopes, accelerometers, and magnetometers (60 Hz sampling frequency, 30 ms latency) attached to the feet (2), lower legs (2), upper legs (2), pelvis (1), hands (2), forearms (2), upper arms (2), sternum (1), shoulders (2), and head (1). Data were transmitted wireless to a laptop with MVN studio 4.4 software installed. Raw accelerometer and gyroscope data, together with orientation and position data calculated by MVN studio, were exported to Matlab R2017b (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA; statistics toolbox installed) for the offline calculation of gait parameters [31], and statistical analysis.

Raw data were organized within the Global reference frame [32]. The gait events ‘heel contact’ and ‘toe off’ [33] were detected. Noise, extreme outlier values (outside median plus and minus 3*IQR) due to technical reasons, turning movements [34], gait arrests following incongruent Stroop-cues, step hesitations (defined as interruptions of alternate stepping), and FOG episodes (as assessed by clinical video annotation) were removed. Data of trials in which calibration of the MVN Awinda motion capture system was qualitatively poor were corrected by applying a correction factor for walked distance based on rightly calibrated trials of the same...
participant. The representation of the relative position of the feet was sensitive to the quality of calibration, affecting step but not stride parameters. Therefore, stride length and stride time, but not step parameters, were analyzed.

In experiment 2, the number and duration of FOG were scored by two independent and experienced raters from video recordings with the sound switched off. Disagreements were discussed until consensus was reached.

**Study parameters.** Gait parameters calculated in both experiments were: stride length and time plus their coefficients of variation, gait velocity, and cadence. In the PD group, the number of FOG episodes (nrFOG) and the percent time frozen (PTF) were measured. Gait parameters were contrasted for 1) the AST vs. the RNT (experiment 1), 2) the AST vs. the noCL in the conditions without and with visual cues (experiment 1 and 2), 3) the interaction of cognitive load and visual cues (experiment 1 and 2), and 4) the effects of high versus low cognitive load (experiment 1). For contrast 1–3 in the first experiment were high and low load versions of the AST and the RNT combined into ‘AST’ and ‘RNT’. FOG parameters were contrasted for the AST vs. the noCL in the conditions with and without visual cues (experiment 2).

**Statistical analysis.** A statistical level of $\alpha = 0.05$ was applied. Groups were compared for age with a two-sample t-test, and for gender with a Fisher’s exact test. The effects of cognitive load, visual cues, and high versus low cognitive load were evaluated by the Sign test. The interaction of cognitive load and visual cues was analyzed with the two-way repeated measures ANOVA. The effects of participant class were assessed by the three-way mixed model ANOVA (within-subject factors: cognitive load condition [AST vs. noCL] and visual cueing condition [VC vs. noVC]; between-subjects factor: participant class [patient vs. control]). Outliers were defined as values outside the median plus and minus 1.5 times the interquartile range. In the presence of outliers, analyses were performed with and without the participants in whom outliers occurred. Data represented in tables and figures include participants with outlier values. Normality of data distribution was assessed with visual inspection of histograms, boxplots and Q-Q plots, and checked with the Shapiro-Wilk test. If data of a condition were missing due to technical issues, the mean value of the opposite VC condition (e.g. ‘AST/VC’ instead of ‘AST/noVC’) was taken and analyses were performed with and without the participant in which the missing condition occurred. Consensus on the number and duration of FOG episodes between the two raters was assessed by a Spearman’s rank order correlation.

**Results**

In experiment 1, data of one participant were discarded from the analyses because of technical issues. In one participant in experiment 1, data were missing for one condition (RNT_low, no visual cues). Imputation of data from the opposite cueing condition (RNT_low, with visual cues), or exclusion of this participant from the analysis resulted in similar results. Analyses were pursued including this participant, with imputed data.

**Effects of the AST on gait parameters and FOG**

**AST vs. RNT in healthy controls.** The AST resulted in a stronger reduction of velocity and cadence, and a stronger increase of the coefficients of variation of stride length and stride time (Table 2, Fig 2) than the RNT. Subsets of participants experienced lower stride length and higher stride time in the AST compared to the RNT in the absence of visual cues. However, because the majority of participants had similar stride lengths and stride times in both conditions, the differences between the medians of the conditions were equal or close to zero (Table 2).
Effects of the AST on gait parameters in PD patients and healthy controls. In the absence of visual cues and compared to the condition with no additional cognitive load, the AST reduced velocity, cadence and stride length, and increased the coefficients of variation of stride time and stride length in both PD patients and healthy controls (Table 2, Figs 2 and 3). The AST increased stride time in PD patients and in a subset of healthy controls, whilst the majority of healthy controls had similar stride times in both conditions (causing a difference between the medians close or equal to zero) (Table 2).

Effects of the AST on FOG occurrence in PD patients. The degree of consensus on rating the number \( \text{rs}(18) = 0.657, p = 0.001 \) and duration of FOG \( \text{rs}(18) = 0.668, p = 0.001 \) between raters was high. Eight PD patients experienced FOG at least once in the experiment, with in total 43 FOG episodes (median 1.5, first quartile 1, third quartile 8.5), which lasted 371.5 seconds (median 3.5 sec, first quartile 2.5 sec, third quartile 52.5 sec) in total. One participant accounted for 46.5% of all FOG episodes and was frozen for 35.2% of the time, and was considered an extreme outlier.

Compared to the condition with no additional cognitive load, the AST did not increase the number of FOG episodes (difference between medians 0.5, p-value 1.00) nor the percent time frozen (difference between medians 1.11, p-value 0.73) in the absence of visual cues, regardless of whether the extreme outlier was excluded. In the presence of visual cues, FOG occurred twice in one participant in the AST condition, and never in the cognitive control condition (difference between medians 0.0, p-value 1.00).
Interaction between the AST and visual cues

Outlier values occurred in a minority of trials across study parameters and participants. If results changed significantly upon exclusion of participants in whom outlier values occurred, this has been described accordingly.

Both visual cues and the AST reduced velocity in the controls in the first experiment, with an only modest additional decrease due to the AST in the presence of visual cues (Table 2, Fig 2).

Fig 2. Gait parameters under different conditions of Experiment 1. Boxplots of the gait velocity (m/s), cadence (steps/min), stride length (m), stride length coefficient of variation (COV), stride time (sec), and stride time coefficient of variation (COV). Cognitive load conditions are illustrated in red (control cognitive load, noCL), blue (Auditory Stroop Task, AST), and green (Random Numbers Task, RNT). Conditions with no visual cues (noVC) are displayed at the left sides of the plots, conditions with visual cues (VC) at the right sides. Asterisks above indicate significant differences between cognitive load conditions (within the left or right half of a plot), and between visual cueing conditions (crossing the midline of the plot).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220735.g002
Fig 3. Gait parameters in different conditions of Experiment 2. Boxplots of the gait velocity (m/s), cadence (steps/min), stride length (m), stride length coefficient of variation (COV), stride time (sec), and stride time coefficient of variation (COV) for persons with Parkinson’s disease and freezing of gait (’PD’) and healthy control subjects (’Healthy’). The number of freezing of gait episodes (nrFOG) and percent time frozen (PTF) are given for PD patients. Cognitive load conditions are illustrated in red (control cognitive load, noCL), and blue (Auditory Stroop Task, AST). Conditions with no visual cues (’noVC’) are displayed at the left sides of the plots, conditions with visual cues (VC) at the right sides. Asterisks above indicate significant differences between cognitive load conditions (within the left or right half of a plot), and between visual cueing conditions (crossing the midline of the plot).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220735.g003
However, these findings were not reproduced in both controls and patients in the second experiment (Table 2, Fig 3, S2 Table). The reduction in cadence caused by the AST was enforced in the presence of visual cues in both patients and controls, although statistical significance was only reached in the controls in the first experiment. The AST reduced stride length in the absence of visual cues (Table 2, Figs 2 and 3, S1 and S2 Tables). Visual cues centered stride length around twice the set distance between the cues. This was unchanged by the AST in controls, whilst in patients the AST caused a modest additional reduction in stride length in the presence of visual cues (S1 and S2 Tables, Figs 2 and 3). However, if participants with outlier values for stride length (N = 1) were removed from the analyses, significance of the interaction effect was lost in controls in the second experiment. There was a trend towards an increase in stride time due to the AST in the presence of visual cues. However, this was only statistically significant for controls in the second experiment. In the first experiment, statistical significance was reached only if participants with outlier values for stride time (N = 2) were excluded from the analysis (p = 0.004 without outliers; p = 0.054 including outliers). Considering the influence of outliers, and the inconsistent results between the two experiments, we warrant caution in interpreting this result. Only significant in controls in the second experiment, visual cues reduced the increase of the coefficient of variation of stride length caused by the AST. However, when participants with outlier values were excluded (N = 6), statistical significance for the interaction effect was lost. No interaction effects between the AST and visual cues existed for the coefficient of variation of stride time in both patients and controls. No statistically significant effects of participant class (controls and patients) were found on the interaction between the AST and visual cues on any of the gait parameters.

**Effects of high vs. low cognitive load AST**

None of the gait parameters differed statistically significant between the high and low load AST in controls (Table 2, Fig 2, S1 Table).

**Discussion**

This study primarily investigated whether the AST could be used to alter gait parameters in healthy elderly and in PD patients who experience FOG, and FOG parameters in PD patients, by increasing cognitive load. The AST caused both controls and patients to walk slower, with shorter and more variable steps. These results are consistent with prior studies reporting lower gait speed, shorter stride length, lower cadence and increased stride time and stride time variability under dual task conditions in controls [4], and PD patients [5]. The AST impacted gait parameters more than the RNT did, suggesting that the AST exerted the highest cognitive load. Alternatively, the additional motor task (i.e. gait cessation and initiation) present in the AST, but not the RNT, might compete for the same processing resources that gait control and the cognitive task call upon, leading to competition for limited resources and hence a deterioration in performance of (one of) the tasks, here walking [5]. These findings support our hypothesis that the AST influences gait in healthy elderly and PD patients. However, the AST did not increase the likelihood of FOG occurrence.

The secondary aim was to assess whether visual cues interfered with the influence of the AST on gait parameters in controls and PD patients. An interaction effect between cognitive load and visual cues was strongest and most consistent for stride length in both patients and controls. Both visual cues and cognitive load influenced stride length, but when applied simultaneously there was no additional effect of the AST on stride length in controls, and a modest additional reduction of the AST in patients. In healthy controls, interaction effects were additionally found for velocity, cadence, stride time, and stride length coefficient of variation, but...
the results were inconsistent between the two experiments and require replication in larger participant groups to assess their validity. A previous study found significant interactions between a dual task and visual cues for step length, step time, velocity and double support time percentage in persons with PD and FOG, indicating that visual cues prevented these gait parameters to be affected by dual tasks [10]. Our hypothesis that visual cues reduce the influence of cognitive load on gait and FOG was true for stride length, but not for the other gait parameters and FOG.

Our tertiary aim was to assess whether the size of the cognitive load exerted by the AST could be manipulated by different versions of the task. The high versus low load AST impacted gait parameters similarly, indicating that similar cognitive loads had been exerted. Neither version of the AST increased FOG severity in patients. Further work remains needed to identify which type of secondary task is better able to increase FOG occurrence and severity in gait experiments.

The main limitation of this study was the low number of participants, reducing the statistical power. Furthermore, patients and controls were not matched for gender. Although a previous study involving a gender-based auditory Stroop task found no significant differences in performance between male and female participants [36], we cannot exclude gender to have influenced differences found between patients and controls. In addition, a more thorough examination of cognitive function in both patients and controls would have allowed for a more detailed characterization of the participants.

We recommend future studies involving the AST to include more participants, and to match not only for age but also for gender and cognitive functioning.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study shows that the AST is well-suited to affect gait parameters by increasing cognitive load in gait experiments in healthy elderly and PD patients experiencing FOG. The AST did not affect FOG severity in PD patients. An interaction effect between cognitive load and visual cues was found for stride length. Interaction effects for velocity, cadence, stride time, and stride length coefficient of variation were inconsistent in our study and require replication to assess their validity. Nevertheless, interaction effects should be considered in studies investigating cognitive load and visual cues simultaneously.
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S1 Table. Medians, interquartile ranges, and p-values of gait parameters in Experiment 1. Numbers indicate median (interquartile range), and p-values. COV, Coefficient of variation; AST, Auditory Stroop Task; RNT, Random Numbers Task; noCL, no additional cognitive load condition; VC, with visual cues; noVC, without visual cues. (XLSX)
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